Data Migration Solutions.

Move with Confidence

EVERY COMPANY’S EMAIL DATA IS UNIQUE. MIGRATE YOUR EMAIL ARCHIVES FROM ANY SOURCE TO ANY TARGET SECURELY.
Email archive migrations are complex and rife with risks. No matter how your archive system is configured, it is not uncommon to come
across corrupt data during a migration. Being a leader in email migration solutions, Veritas is equipped with a wealth of adaptable
technical knowledge, allowing us to resolve issues quickly during a migration.
Our email archive migration services begin with understanding our customers’ challenges to provide the best solutions and most
accurate pricing for their unique needs.
VERITAS EXPERIENCE
Our aim is to achieve the highest standard of excellence in helping your business meet your entire objective for your data migration.
Veritas’ certified software engineers have expertly moved hundreds of thousands of mailboxes across archiving platforms. We provide
fully managed end-to-end solutions that seamlessly transfer large volumes of your organization’s legacy email archives quickly and
reliably at the most cost-effective levels available. With the widest array of options and more than 20 years of experience in deploying
email migrations that are business specific, with Veritas, you can tackle even the most challenging environments and meet the stringent
compliance demands.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT METHODOLOGY

PLAN

PILOT

MIGRATE

• Detailed questioning

• Migrate test data

• Migrate actual data

• Establish stakeholders

• Review results

• Review results

• Agree on success factors

• Review SOW

• Create reports

• Set expectations

• Sign-off

• Sign-off

• Review SOW
• Sign-off

“Veritas did exactly what we needed them to do and were able to successfully migrate all the required archives into
Enterprise Vault.Cloud in a seamless and efficient manner. We wish more consulting firms operated in the same manner
as Veritas with accuracy and professionalism. I would definitely recommend them for data migrations and would work with
them again.”
—	Paul Murphy, IT Director at NRL Limited

VERITAS CENTERA MIGRATE
The fastest EMC Centera Migration Solution, Veritas Centera Migrate was developed to provide fast and seamless Centera data
migrations for customers that have a need to migrate data from Centera devices.
Veritas is a data migration expert that has migrated thousands of terabytes of data with full validation reporting and complete chain of
custody. Veritas Centera Migrate is an application aware product that includes support for full service migrations or support packages
for assisted service migrations.
MOVE TO THE CLOUD: MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 MIGRATION
Veritas Migrate is an industry leading software application designed for the specific purpose of reliably and efficiently migrating
archived data. This fully managed software solution provides the most comprehensive offering for organizations of all sizes to migrate
on-premise and cloud-hosted archived email data directly into Microsoft Office 365 with unrivaled data fidelity.
Why Office 365?

Managing Your Time Frames

It has become a necessity for many organizations to move

We work with you to meet your goals based on your timeline

their email archives from an on-premise email environment to a

to deliver an expedient migration. Our software engineers

cloud-based solution, such as Office 365. Reasons may include:

have successfully assisted numerous organizations in quick

a change in archiving requirements, displacing legacy hardware

migrations of their email archive to Office 365. The expertise

or software, adoption of SaaS based offerings, or corporate

of our technicians and the effectiveness of Veritas Migrate

reorganizations. Regardless of the reason, Veritas provides a

software confirm the protection of your data throughout the

quick transition to the cloud that is secure, dependable and with

migration process.

zero downtime.

Fully Compliant

Archive Analysis

Veritas Migrate provides a fully audited, business compliant

Our team will work with you to determine your organization’s

migration while maintaining your email archive data integrity

specific requirements, creating a road map for your migration

with complete chain of custody. Our industry experts provide

in advance to help make even the largest scale migrations

unique insights and helpful solutions that mitigate the risks of

organized, efficient and manageable. We provide a pre-migration

costly data loss and setbacks relating to legal discovery and

evaluation of your organization’s archives, and determine the

regulatory violations.

exact criteria that is important for your organization to use during
your migration whether it be based on file size, type, date range,
or any other parameters, thereby reducing the risk of data loss by
archiving your email ahead of time.

Custom Solutions
Veritas provides the availability of tailored API and SDK tools for
the support of third party connectors. With innovative solutions
such as Veritas Migrate and the most experienced resources
we are able to successfully perform migrations to and from a
considerable list of archive types. Our proficiency in effectively
deploying migrations from virtually any root source to the
Microsoft Office 365 platform allows us to succeed where other
migration offerings fall short.

AVOID VENDOR LOCK-IN WHEN TRANSITIONING

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS

EMAIL TO THE CLOUD

Additional sources and targets available upon request.

Benefits of Migrating with Veritas

Source

Organizations planning a switch to a hosted Exchange environment
or a new higher capacity Exchange server enjoy lower costs, higher
flexibility, and increased functionality. Veritas leverages your existing
MS Exchange architecture to provide you with a choice that is both
integrated and economical. We provide organizations with solutions that
can address crucial productivity and storage challenges, facilitating
a better return on investment (ROI) for your business by streamlining
your overall migration plan. Our offering includes in-depth reporting,
a complete chain of custody and full audit trail. The Veritas solution
intelligently moves data with speed and efficiency, mitigating any type
of loss, while saving your organization valuable time and expense.
Veritas is exceptionally committed with providing compliance needs
with features including:
• 1-step data moves direct from source to target to maintain
chain of custody.

• Veritas Enterprise
Vault

Target
• PST
• EML

• EAS

• EWS (Exchange)

• EMC EmailXtender

• Office 365

• EMC SourceOne

• Veritas Enterprise

• EWS (Exchange)

Vault

• Office 365

• Gmail

• Gmail

• MSG

• PST

• Mimecast

• EML

• CommVault

• MSG

• HubStor

• CommVault

• ProofPoint

• Autonomy

• Barracuda

• Metalogix

• EMC SourceOne

• NSF Files

• Netmail

• HubStor

• Google Vault

• Full pre- and post-migration auditing of every item moved.

• Mimosa (Nearpoint)

• Advanced remediation of items that fail to migrate (due to

• HP RISS
• HP IAP

corruption in the source archive).
• A unique journal migration service that maintains all metadata

• AXS-One

for eDiscovery in the destination platform. This includes support
for the new compliant retention model in Office 365.

ABOUT VERITAS
Veritas Technologies is a global leader in data protection and availability. Over 50,000 enterprises—including 87 percent of the Fortune
Global 500—rely on us to abstract IT complexity and simplify data management. The Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform automates
the protection and orchestrates the recovery of data everywhere it lives, ensures 24/7 availability of business-critical applications, and
provides enterprises with the insights they need to comply with evolving data regulations. With a reputation for reliability at scale and a
deployment model to fit any need, Veritas Enterprise Data Services Platform supports more than 800 different data sources, over 100
different operating systems, more than 1,400 storage targets, and more than 60 different cloud platforms. Learn more at www.veritas.com.
Follow us on Twitter at @veritastechllc.
2625 Augustine Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95054
+1 (866) 837 4827
www.veritas.com

For specific country offices and contact
numbers, please visit our website.
www.veritas.com/company/contact
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